Powering Actionable Intelligence.®

Verint® Systems is a global leader in Actionable Intelligence® solutions. In today’s dynamic world of massive information growth, Actionable Intelligence is a necessity for empowering organizations with crucial insights and enabling decision makers to anticipate, respond, and take action.

Verint develops innovative, enterprise-class software built with artificial intelligence, analytics, automation, and deep domain expertise established by working closely with some of the most sophisticated and forward-thinking organizations in the world. Our solutions are backed by a strong IP portfolio and address two areas of the market — customer engagement and cyber intelligence.

Organizations around the world use our solutions in the cloud or on premises to capture large amounts of information from numerous data types and sources, glean insights from it by applying analytics, and leverage the resulting intelligence to achieve their strategic objectives.

Fast Facts

Global Presence
- Headquartered in Melville, N.Y., with offices worldwide
- Powered by 6,400 dedicated professionals and a global partner network

Blue-Chip Customers
- Large, diversified customer base
- Over 10,000 organizations in more than 180 countries
- 90 percent of the Fortune 100

Financial Strength
- $1.24 billion in revenue*
- Highly diversified business
- VRNT on the Nasdaq Stock Market

Innovation
- Global leader in Actionable Intelligence solutions
- Approximately 1,000 patents and patent applications worldwide
- Ongoing investments in research and development, and organic and acquisition growth
- Company and joint customer honors for excellence, best in satisfaction and innovation

* For the year ended January 31, 2019. Financial information is non-GAAP and excludes certain non-cash and non-recurring items.
Customer Engagement Solutions

Verint Customer Engagement Solutions™ help organizations meet their strategic goals by simplifying, modernizing, and automating customer engagement across the enterprise.

As The Customer Engagement Company™, Verint is an established global leader in cloud and automation solutions for customer engagement, with over two decades of experience helping organizations worldwide achieve their strategic objectives. We help organizations elevate customer experience and reduce operating cost by simplifying, modernizing, and automating customer engagement across the enterprise.

Organizations worldwide leverage our solutions in their contact center, branch, and back-office operations — as well as customer experience, compliance, fraud, and digital marketing functions — to help turn engagement into a sustainable competitive advantage while reducing the complexity and cost of customer operations.

Cyber Intelligence Solutions

Verint Cyber Intelligence Solutions™ help governments, critical infrastructure, and enterprise organizations capture and analyze data from multiple sources and turn it into actionable insights.

We have over two decades of cyber intelligence experience leveraging data mining software, deep domain expertise, and advanced intelligence methodologies to address a broad range of security missions for intelligence, cyber, and physical security organizations. Our solutions incorporate predictive intelligence, artificial intelligence, and other advanced analytic technologies to help organizations address new — and increasingly sophisticated — threats.

Deployed in over 100 countries, Verint Intelligence-Powered Security™ software helps governments, critical infrastructure, and enterprise organizations neutralize and prevent terror, crime, and cyber threats.

The Customer Engagement Company™